Fabrication Manual

While keeping with the advantages of common Aluminium and Metal composite
panel materials, Nu-core® have greatly improved panel characteristics by utilizing
more natural core materials, resulting in superior fire rating and greater impact
resistant strength.
Nu-core® panels are an innovative step forward in the decorative cladding industry.
Nu-core® have made installation even more easy by offering alternative and
innovative patented installation methods, wet and dry seal methods, rain screen
(ventilated), concealed, curtain wall or stick fit applications, including the German
awarded and recognised Smartfix® fixing technology.
Nu-core® panels have a wide range of application in building architecture and
interior design.
Due to specific structure of this versatile panel, its sensitive surface and fabrication
methods specific to all ACM/MCM panels and necessary prior to installation,
we created this manual to address typical situations in all the stages of handling
and working with Nu-core® panels. We also provide tips on joining elements and
materials as well as typical building details using conventional composite panel fixing
methods or alternatively the Smartfix® fixing technology.
In this manual you can find information how to avoid common mistakes in processing
and fabrication, tools recommendations, depending on size and number of panels
as well as time and space saving methods.
All information within this manual are based on experience and created as a rough
guide. Information provided here do not cover all the possible situations,
neither all the joining and detailing options. Information provided in this manual,
although carefully chosen to be as helpful as possible and to cover most of the issues
when working with Nu-core®, should in no way and in no situation replace
fabricators’ training or detailing project for all situations.
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Nu-core®
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I
TRANSPORT

Nu-core® sheets are delivered with protective film on the surface, in OSB crates.
Protective film prevents damage to the decorative surfaces during transportation,
storage and handling. However, it is not UV resistant and should always be removed
before external use of the panel.
Although packaging used for transport of Nu-core® sheets is of the highest quality,
panels should be inspected for transportation damage. Any claims should first be
confirmed by the carrier in the letter of consignment before being declared.

HANDLING

Long sheets should be carried with additional support and by two people to avoid sagging.
Nu-core® panels must not be pulled or dragged. It is important to wear protective gloves to avoid getting scratched by sharp panel
edges and to prevent the formation of spots or discoloration on panel surface.

Storing Nu-core® panels should be carefully planed considering factors such as available
storage space, temperature, avoiding exposure to moisture and chemicals.
It is not recommended to store panels longer than 6 months.
Whenever possible, store panels horizontally on pallets. When there is not enough
space, panels can be stored in crates (not more than four crates high), with easy forklift
access for each crate, or by leaning against the rack (make sure that both bottom and the
back material protects panel surface from damage and that panels are stored in racks by
size in order to avoid scratches on bigger pieces by the edges of the smaller ones.

STORAGE

Warehouse should be cool, dry area with stable temperatures. To avoid condensation on
panel surface possibly resulting in permanent surface damage, especially on anodized
material, cold panels should not be transported directly into warm environments. Before
fabrication sheets should be kept in room temperature for at least 3 hours.
Do not wet the product or expose it to rain or allow moisture to reach stored material.
Keep it away from such chemicals as acid, alkali, strong oxidizer and chlorides, organic
solvents, spark and fire.
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Nu-core® Freight Logistics and Storage

II
SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

Nu-core® recommends normal safety and health precautions for processing and fabricating environment.
Fine airborne particles may be produced when Nu-core® panels are fabricated.
Hearing and breathing protection, goggles or other face protection should always be worn as well as gloves to protect hands from
being scratched and cut with panel edges.

Nu-core® panels can be fabricated using high quality industrial equipment as well as customized commercially available tools
and hand built work tables. Choice of tools and method of fabrication will depend on cost and space available as well as size and
number of the panels to be fabricated.

Nu-core® panels are delivered with film that protects the material surface during
transportation and fabrication. However, additional measures should be taken to
ensure surface layer stays undamaged.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

if masking is not applied in the factory that should be done before fabrication.
Ensure coil compatibility with the surface finish and avoid formation of trapped air
bubbles and wrinkles
avoid pulling, dragging and lifting longer sheets without additional support
when sawing, always move the saw blade, not the sheet
to avoid point compression damage when clamping, use all types of clamps in
combination with flat bar or spacers
use protective film pad when bending
use compatible materials for joining elements to avoid surface corrosion
always check adhesive bonding, coating and ink manufacturer’s application guidelines and follow the specific instructions shown on the product data sheet before
painting and screen printing
although fabrication and installation of Nu-core® panels is not complicated, make
sure it is done by qualified fabricators with experience in this type of work
in case Nu-core® panel surface gets scratched or damaged, please refer to section
V Surface Treatments for advice on panel repair and post-painting

WORK TABLES

Dimensions of the table should exceed biggest sheet dimensions by at least 500 mm
on each side.
Prior to fabrication make sure working tables are laterally stable and well supported and
their surfaces flat, without irregularities and dents, clean and clear of any material that
might cause damage to Nu-core® panels surface such as metal chips and shavings.
Guide rail mounted on the table or a worm gear driven industrial-quality equipment will
ensure precise fabrication.
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Nu-core® Workshop

II
FABRICATION OVERVIEW

Nu-core® panels Sawing, Routing and Drilling are relatively easy processes that can be
done with ordinary commercial metal and woodworking equipment as well as special,
customized router bits and saw blades.
Saw blades and router bits are available through independent distributors who handle
cutting tools.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

it is recommended to use industrial model equipment
hand-held tools should be equipped with guiding system for accurate cutting
maximum Feed and Speed: consult the Panel Sizing Table for allowed values
blades and bands: in general, use solid carbide alloys containing no iron, with
maximum possible number of trapezoidal or flat teeth. Consult the Panel Sizing
Table for more information
inclined cutting: the panel should be positioned at an angle
the tolerance between the cutting edges should be adjusted in order to avoid
rounding of panel edges
use twist drills intended for light metals and plastics.

SIZING

Nu-core® panels can be line cut by hand-held or machine-operated tools.
•
•
•
•

for small operations, shearing or sizing with hand-held saws equipped with
guiding system
for high production operations multi-operation equipment such as multi-cut
saws or rip/V-groove saws will speed up fabrication process
for space savings use Wall saws (vertical panel saws)
for time savings use reciprocating saws (stacking panels allows cutting more
panels at once)

SHAPING

Flat sheets of Nu-core® can be shaped into round forms by curving or into cassette
and faceted forms by back routing and bending.
Back routing and bending is specific to aluminum composite panels fabrication and
is performed in two steps: back skin routing with V- or U- router bit, depending on
the desired edge radius, and bending along fold line.
Nu-core® can be shaped into different radial forms with pyramid roller, bending press
or clamped pipe using the conventional methods for light metals and plastics processing keeping in mind special attributes of aluminium composite panels structure.
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Nu-core® Fabrication Overview

WORKING
METHOD

PRODUCTION AND
PERFORMANCE

LIMITATIONS AND
NECESSARY
PRECAUTIONS

SHEARS /
‘GUILLOTINE’
TYPE
CUTTERS

Nu-core® panels are
easily sheared,
suitable for small
production
operations

If the edge of the panel
has been exposed to the
environment, shearing
should be avoided.

hydraulic cutters of the
“guillotine” type with advanced cutting technology can be used for high
production operations

MAX . CUTTING
FEED AND SPEED

BLADE OR BAND
MATERIAL AND
GEOMETRY

TOOTH
GEOMETRY

EDGE
FINISHING
floor model
woodworking
jointers

Skin layer
deflaction due to the
increased stress of the
Core material

CIRCULAR TYPE SAWS
Table Saws

suitable for small
sheets

only for panels
1200 x 1200 mm
or smaller

Fmax = 400 mm/sec
Vmax = 5,500 RPM

Carbide tipped for
Anodized finish
Carbide tipped / highspeed steel for other
finishes.

Panel Saws

Portable
Circular Saws

good performance and
space savings (wall saw)

industrial model ensures
adequate cutting
tolerances

effective method of
cutting

take necessary steps
to prevent damage to
the Nu-core® Material
surface

20 x 30cm blades with
maximum number of
carbide teeth available,
designed for cutting
nonferrous material.
The blade should be
ground thinner from
the rim towards the
center to prevent
pinching.

industrial model with
guiding system ensures
adequate cutting
tolerances

Tooth:
Angle or circular
alternate beveled,
triple ground

floor model
woodworking
jointers

Tooth gap :
wall rounded
Chip angle:
5° to 15°.
Clearance angle:
10° to 30°.
Tooth spacing:
4 mm to 25 mm, fine
spacing preferable

BAND TYPE SAWS
effective method of cutting

take necessary steps
to prevent damage to
the Nu-core® Material
surface

Fmax = 250mm/sec
Vmax = 500mm/sec

Tempered spring strip
steel
Thickness:
0.8 mm to 1.2 mm
Width:
15 mm to 25 mm

Skip teeth, designed
for light metals and
plastics

floor model
woodworking
jointers

Tooth spacing: min
40 teeth / 100 mm

Use racket or straight
set
RECIPROCATING TYPE SAWS
suitable for high
production operations
time and space savings

Use foam pad under the
material with the reciprocating blade cutting into
the foam.

more than one sheet can be cut at a time by
stacking panels

When stacking panels
clamp or secure with
double-faced tape

Fmax = 100 mm/sec

Take necessary steps
to prevent damage to
the Nu-core® Material
surface when clamping
between jaws

Thickness:
0.8 mm to 1.2 mm
Width:
5 mm to 15 mm

Hook or circular
tooth with alternate
angles set or waved.
Tooth spacing:
2 mm to 6 mm
(Plywood blade)

ordinary cutting
files work best,
the file profile
should be from
slightly to fully
rounded.
The proper
filing direction
is length-wise
along the edge

RIP/V-GROOVING SAWS
suitable for high
production operations

floor model
woodworking
jointers

time and space savings
multiple saw cuts (sizing the panel) and
V-Grooves (rout) at the same time
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Nu-core® Panel Sizing Table

II
EDGE DEFLECTION

Some fabrication operations such as shearing, punching and notching of edges
cause slight deflection of the upper Skin layer of Nu-core® panel due to core
compression.

SHEARING

NOTCHING

PUNCHING

Punching of Nu-core® panels is performed with a special press, in the same way
it is used on aluminium sheets. General guidelines for punching:
•
•
•

use the smallest possible cutting gap (clearance of punch and die should be
approximately 0.05 x panel thickness)
make sure Core is completely removed in one punch trough Nu-core® panel
please note that, same as in shearing, a slight deflection of the upper Skin layer
will occur

Drilling Nu-core® panels can be done using twist drills intended for light metals and
plastics with following working specifications:
Drill Bit

Twist drill, high-speed steel (HSS)

Tip Angle

100° to 140°, or counter bore grind with centering tip

Cutting Speed

164 RPM to 984 RPM

Occasional lifting of the drill bit and slower feed is required to avoid accumulating of
chips and particles that can damage Nu-core® material surface.
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Nu-core® Fabrication

DRILLING

II

ROUTING EQUIPMENT

•
•
•

hand-held tools with different types of routers (relatively slow method)
machine operated custom blade saws equipped with guiding system
multi-operation equipment (cutting and routing at the same time)

CUSTOM BLADE CIRCULAR SAW

ROUTERS

Based on desired shape and position of the groove, there are three router bits that
are usually used when fabricating Nu-core® panels:
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V - router bit

90° woodworking customized or 95° to 105° custom

U - router bit

for flat routing, if bigger radius is required on panel edge

E - router bit

for edge routing of Nu-core® panels when using Smartfix® joining system

Nu-core® Routing Equipment

II
V - ROUTING
for minimum radius on bent panel edge

U - ROUTING
for larger radius on bent panel edge

E - ROUTING
edge routing of Nu-core® panel
with customized routing blade for
Smartfix® joining system
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Nu-core® Routing Methods

II
Back skin rout and return is one of the most characteristic methods of fabricating
Nu-core® Panels which allows transforming flat sheets into different shapes in few easy
steps. Prior to routing process it is important to determine back side of the Nu-core®
Panel and prepare a clean, absolutely flat working surface, make trial cuts and
necessary adjustments in layout dimensions.
General guidelines to be followed when routing with either portable circular saw or
portable router:
•
rout must be made at least 26mm from the panel edge
•
depth of the rout must be constant
•
finished panel dimension will be 0.80 mm to 1.60 mm larger when folded
•
FRPlus and LDPE Panels Aluminium Skin should not be touched with the router
bit or saw blade
•
for Nu-core® A2 panels, the V-groove must touch the Aluminium skin to enable
successful bending of the higher fire rated geo-composite core.If the core is not
V-grooved to the correct depth, it could potentially crack the core when bending
or folding

Back side of Nu-core® panel

BACK SIDE ROUTING
Face side of Nu-core® panel

BENDING
upward bending
for the outside corner

downward bending
for the inside corner

flat sheet dimension

BENT PANEL DIMENSIONS

sheet dimension after bending (+ 1.6mm)
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Nu-core® Rout and Return

II
Nu-core® CASSETTE

Back skin rout and return method for cassette forming:
•
•
•
•

rout the back side of flat sheet of Nu-core® along the fold lines
remove corner tabs
bend along fold lines
attach aluminium angles to reinforce the cassette

SQUARE CORNER CUTOUTS

ENVELOPE CORNER CUTOUTS
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Nu-core® Rout and Return

II

12

Nu-core® Rout and Return

II

Curved configurations in building architecture such as column covers or radius building corners, require radius forming
of Nu-core® panels.
Although panels can be easily shaped using conventional metal and plastics processing methods, multilayered structure of the
material causes slightly greater spring-back effect than when bending sheet metal. Use protective pads to avoid surface scratches.
Nu-core® panels of all thicknesses can be curved using Pyramid Roller or Bending Press.
3mm Nu-core® panel can also be curved using clamped pipe.
rmin = 15 x T
rmin = min bending radius,
T = panel thickness

PYRAMID ROLLER
•

•
•

•

•

make sure rollers are clean,
especially if roller is also used for
bending metals
use protective top and bottom pad
between rollers and Nu-core®
adjust rollers for thickness (3, 4 or
6 mm) and do not exert too much
pressure
allow for 50mm to 100mm flat
surface at each end that can be
removed after bending
desired radius is usually obtained
gradually, after several passes
through the roller

BENDING PRESS
top die diameter
determines the bending radius

CLAMPED PIPE for 3mm Nu-core®
diameter of the pipe
determines the bending radius
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Nu-core® Curving

III
Nu-core® panels can be connected to one another or to other materials using conventional metal and plastic methods of
attachment such as rivets, bolts or screws, double sided industrial grade tape and structural adhesives.
However, there are major differences between outdoor and indoor joining techniques. Also, it is extremely important to use joining
elements of compatible materials and always bond to the aluminium skin of the Nu-core® Panel only, because adhesives do not
adhere to the Core material.

Nu-core® panel surface and joining element material compatibility:
JOINING ELEMENTS

Compatible joining element materials

Uncompatible joining element materials

•
•
•
•

Plastic
Aluminium
Stainless steel
Plated or coated steel with cadmium,
zinc or aluminium

•
•
•
•
•

Brass
Bronze
Copper
Iron
Raw Steel

Nu-core® Exterior joining recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
JOINING GUIDELINES

to avoid deformations of Nu-core® Panels, use joining methods that allow thermal
movement
use aluminium blind rivets with stainless steel bolts or stainless steel facade screws
with sealing washers to avoid rusty streaks
do not use countersunk rivets
make sure all materials that come in contact are compatible
drill bit/hole diameter should be proportional to the expected thermal expansion

Nu-core® Interior joining recommendations:
•
•
•
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thermal expansion of the panel is normally negligent
sheet metal, wood and countersunk screws can be used
when using structural adhesives, bond only to the aluminium skin of the Nu-core®
Panel

Nu-core® Joining Techniques

III
countersunk screws
PREFERRED METHODS

NOT RECOMMENDED

OVERTIGHTENING IS
NOT RECOMMENDED
washer should seal
the borehole without exerting
any pressure on the plate
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Nu-core® Joining Techniques

III
All types of rivets may be used for joining Nu-core® Panels together or to an extrusion profiles. Blind Rivets provide a more fast
efficient way of fixing materials, they should not be combined with screws or bolts in the same joint.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

remove protective film in the riveting area prior to riveting
test riveting in off cut materials is recommended
consult rivet manufacturers for clamping thickness
for centric holes in both Nu-core® Panel and substructure, multi-step drills should be used
for exterior application use aluminum blind rivets with 5 mm shaft diameter and snap head diameter of 11 or 14 mm
thermal expansion of the panel and the hole should be considered
contact rivet manufacturer for available colors of plastic concealment caps

In high tensile strength tests, the rivet head either “unbuttons” from the Nu-core® Materials, or pulls through the hole. This may
cause localized tearing of the Nu-core® Material, we recommend large wide closing heads in areas that may be subject to high
loading.

Follow rivet manufacturer recommendations.
For any questions contact rivet manufacturer or Nu-core®.
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Nu-core® Joining Techniques

III
Structural adhesives are usually used for attaching Nu-core® panels in interiors and for fastening parts of minor static importance
in outdoor areas.
To achieve reliable bonding it is important to bond to the aluminium Skin of the Nu-core® Panel only, because adhesives
do not adhere to the Core material.
Incidental contact of adhesive with the Core material should not have any short- or long-term effects to the panel.
While working with adhesives, care must be taken to avoid staining of the painted Nu-core® panel surface.
Choice of adhesive depends on several factors:
•
•
•

materials to be joined together
cure time
expected thermal movement (for exterior applications, medium or
low modulus materials to allow for movement without shear or loss of bond;
for interior applications, high modulus adhesives)

JOINING WITH STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES
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Nu-core® Joining Techniques

IV

Nu-core® Panels are suitable for both exterior and interior applications.
Exterior Installation of Nu-core® Panels:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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prepare a written plan or a sketch of panel installation sequence
prior to installation make sure the building substrate is plumb and square
determine vertical and horizontal control lines with a laser or other method
first panel should be positioned correctly in a critical transition area
(corner, for example) and installed square and plumb to assure accurate
alignment of adjacent panels
after the first panel is installed, continue with adjacent panels along
the control lines
Nu-core® recommends using the proper sized shims between panel faces to ensure accurate spacing between panels
to avoid panel color variation, remove protective film on the Nu-core® panel
immediately after the adjacent panels are installed
Nu-core® panels around doors, windows and other openings are installed prior to
others
Nu-core® panel clips should be in line with the building’s stud framing and clip
spacing may vary depending on project’s engineering requirements
always make sure fastener size and spacing is in accordance with the
engineering requirements for the specific project
make sure the clips are fasten firmly to the wall but do not over-tight the fasteners
in order to maintain color and finish consistency across panels, install Nu-core®
panels in consistent direction

Nu-core® Installation

IV

Cassette Fabrication (Rainscreen, Cassete Fix and Wet-seal Installation System)
> V - ROUTING

> PANEL SIZING
line cut Nu-core® panel having in mind that
folded panel dimension will be 0.80 mm to
1.60 mm larger than flat panel

make continious rout along marked lines
on the back skin of the Nu-core® panel

> DRILLING

> BENDING
fold prepared Nu-core panel using ... to
form a Cassette
®

position the reinforcement profile on the
outer side of the Cassette and drill the
holes

Sizing and Edge routing (Smartfix Installation System)
> E - ROUTING

> PANEL SIZING
line cut Nu-core® panel using proper
equipment

make continious rout along the Nu-core®
panel edges using Edge Router Bit

Sizing and Drilling (Open Joint Panel Installation System)
> DRILLING

> PANEL SIZING
line cut Nu-core panel using proper
equipment

drill the holes on marked positions without
removing protective foil

®
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Nu-core® Installation

> NOTCHING
make sure Core is completely removed in
one punch trough Nu-core® panel

> RIVETING
place the reinforcement profile on the
inside of the Cassette and use rivets for
attachment

fabrication

vertical or horizontal joint

SQUARE CUT

SQUARE CUT AND EDGE ROUT

MITERED (the panel should be positioned at an angle)

V - ROUT AND RETURN

SINGLE V - ROUT

DOUBLE V - ROUT

END ROUT
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Nu-core® Typical Joining Options

corner

V

V
Interior application of Nu-core® Panels includes lowered ceilings, column covers and decorative wall cladding.
Panels can be fastened to an extrusion profile or directly to a sub-structure with sheet metal, wood and countersunk screws
as well as double sided industrial grade tape or structural adhesives.
Same as in Exterior Installation, it is important that sub-structure is plumb and square, and that installation sequence of panels is
determined. First panel should be installed correctly, especially if using double sided industrial grade tape or structural adhesives,
to assure accurate alignment of adjacent panels and avoid re-installation.

TYPICAL INTERIOR JOINTS
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Nu-core® Details

V

TYPICAL EXTERIOR JOINT
(vertical or horizontal)

Smartfix® system

conventional method

COLUMN COVER
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Nu-core® Details

Horizontal section detail: steel stud wall and Smartfix joining system

scale 1:...

Horizontal section detail: concrete wall and conventional joining method

scale 1:...

®
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Nu-core® Details

V

Vertical section detail: steel stud wall and Smartfix® joining system
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Nu-core® Details

scale 1:...

V

Vertical section detail: concrete wall and conventional joining method
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Nu-core® Details

scale 1:...

V

VI
Need for surface treatments occurs in cases of surface damage, when custom colour is not obtained from the factory or when
design solution requires screen printing on Nu-core® panels. Panel surface is suitable for various paint and ink applications
as well as repair fillers. For recommendations or questions, contact your coating representative or Nu-core®.
PANEL REPAIR

Nu-core® Panels may occasionally get scratched or dent during fabrication and
installation. Panel repair method depends on the severity of the surface damage:
•
•
•

Small scratches can be easily repaired with matching air-dry touch up paint
For small dents, it is recommended to use auto body putty and repair methods
Larger dented area can also be repaired. Generally, prior to filling the dent with
appropriate filler it is recommended to sand it with a rough grit paper and drill small
diameter holes and then apply the filler. After the filler is dry, sand, prime and paint

Nu-core® Panels are supplied in an unlimited palette of colours with leading paint technology from PPG and Beckers. Nano, PE,
PVDF, Spectra, Embossed, Brushed. All finishes are applied to German quality 5000 and 3000 series Aluminium Coil substrate,
which is machined on a continuous production line, which ensures perfect colour uniformity. Standard finish warranty is 15 years.

PAINTING AND SCREEN PRINTING

For successful application of various air-dry paints and screen printing on Nu-core® panel
surfaces, please follow these guidelines:
PREPARATION

•
•

•
TESTING

•
•

APPLICATION

•
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remove protective film from panel surface
surface to be treated needs to be clean, dry and free of dust, dirt, oil, grease and
foreign contaminants. Clean the surface according to paint or ink manufacturer
application guidelines and let the surface dry completely
a small amount of paint or ink should be applied on panel surface to test if the finish
result is satisfactory. In case of large-scale painting, it is recommended to do a full
size sample
painting and screen printing should be done by qualified applicators with experience in this type of work
always follow the coating and ink manufacturer’s application guidelines and instructions on the product data sheet before painting and screen printing
for recommendations or questions, contact your coating representative or Nu-core®

Nu-core® Index

VII
Nu-core® Panels are supplied in various metal grades. Aluminium being the most common, consisting of two layers of Aluminium
skin and optional core materials, low density PE Core, mineral filled fire rated core or the high fire rated A2 Core. The multilayered
structure brings along certain advantages such as high structural rigidity and low weight, but also has some special attributes that
have to be taken into consideration when designing, detailing, fabricating and installing.

THERMAL EXPANSION

The coefficient of linear expansion of Nu-core® Panel is equivalent to aluminium cover
layer which means Panels would expand or contract the same way solid aluminium sheet
or plate does, however has superior flatness and does not oil can like solid metals.
Thermal expansion or contraction can occur in any direction and is always proportional to
panel dimensions (will be greatest along the longest side of the panel).
Exterior joints should always allow for thermal expansion and the coefficient of expansion
for unlike materials should be considered in joint design. For interior application expansion of the panel is normally negligent.
Temperature differences between warehouse, workshop and the highest and lowest
temperature that Nu-core® Panels are going to be exposed to need to be taken into
consideration.

SOUND TRANSMISSION

Nu-core® LDPE, Nu-core® FR Plus, Nu-core®A2FR Geo-composite Panels have sound
dampening properties.

FIRE RESISTANCE

Nu-core® is tested for all international markets, some certified tests include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Codemark certified for Building Code of Australia compliance
British Standards BS476. 6
North American Standards ASTM E84
Australian Standards Group 1 AS3837
Australian Standards AS1530.3
China Standards GB 8624-2012
European Standards EN1350.1

Nu-core® Index

a

b

c

e

f

A2FR Core

Nu-core® A2FR is non-combustible, non-inflammable and meets and exceeds
the international fire rating standards for ACM in the most stringent markets

VII Technical Data

ACM

Aluminium Composite Material

I

Adhesive bonding

Structural adhesives are usually used for attaching Nu-core® panels in
interiors and for fastening parts of minor static importance in outdoor areas

III Joining Techniques

Angle clips

Aluminium angle clips are used for installing Nu-core® Cassettes to a sub-frame.
Offset position on each side allows easier installation.

V Details

Anodized finish

is more sensitive to temperature changes.
Only Carbide tipped blades should be used on sizing equipment

I
II Fabrication

Bending

back side routed Nu-core® panel can be hand bent either side for
inside or outside corner

II Fabrication

Bending Press

is used for curving Nu-core® panels of all thicknesses.
Protective pad should be used to protect Nu-core® panel surface.
Top die diameter determines the bending radius

III Joining Techniques

Bending Radius

rmin = 15 x T.
Desired bending radius can be achieved by adjusting top die diameter of the
bending press, diameter of the clamped pipe or back roller of the pyramid roller

II Fabrication

Blade (saw blade)

use solid carbide alloys containing no iron, with maximum possible number
of trapezoidal or flat teeth.
Consult Panel Sizing Table on page 7 for more information

II Fabrication

Blind Rivets

Blind Rivets provide a more fast efficient way of fixing materials, they
should not be combined with screws or bolts in the same joint

III Joining Techniques

Bolts

can be used for exterior joining. We recommend use of largest possible
flat washer to minimize surface pressure

III Joining Techniques

Bore hole diameter

for exterior joining, should be proportional to the expected thermal expansion

III Joining Techniques

Cassette

Nu-core Cassette is formed by back side routing, either square corner or
envelope corner cutout and strengthen with aluminium angle extrusion profile

II Fabrication

Chemicals

Nu-core® panels should be kept away from such chemicals as acid,
alkali, strong oxidizer and chlorides, organic solvents

I

Circular Saw

industrial model equipped with guiding system can be used for both sizing
(blades for nonferrous materials with max number of carbide teeth available)
and routing (with custom V-blade)

II Fabrication

Clamped Pipe

Pipe clamped onto work table can be used for bending
only 3mm thick Nu-core® panels

II Fabrication

Coefficient of linear expansion

Nu-core® panel would expand or contract the same way
solid aluminium sheet or plate does, however
has superior flatness and does not oil can like solid metals

VII Technical Data

Column Cover

common exterior or interior application of Nu-core® panel.

V Details

Countersunk Screws

can be embedded using the conventional countersinking method or
by depressing the surface of the panel. When depressing the aluminium surface,
the hole diameter in the panel must be larger than the screw diameter.

III Joining Techniques

Curving

Nu-core® panels can be easily curved using conventional metal and plastics
processing methods and equipment

II Fabrication

Dent on Nu-core® panel surface

Dents can occur if processing and fabrication guidelines and
recommendations are not followed. Smaller dents or even larger
dented areas can be repaired as described in section VI

VI Surface Treatments

Die (Top Die, Tubular Die)

Bending press top die diameter determines the bending radius of Nu-core® panel.
Tubular die is adjusted using formula: 2 x (R + T + protective pad thickness)

III Joining Techniques

Drilling

can be preformed with twist drills usually used for aluminum and plastics,
and on drilling machines customarily used for metals. For centric holes
in both Nu-core® Panel and substructure, multi-step drills should be used

II Fabrication

E-router bit

is used for edge routing of Nu-core® panel with customized routing blade for
Smartfix® joining system

II Fabrication

Edge Deflection

approximately 0.4mm deflection of the upper Skin layer of Nu-core® panel due to
core compression when shearing, punching and notching

II Fabrication

Edge Finishing

floor model woodworking jointers can be used for edge finishing of Nu-core® panels

II Fabrication

Exterior Joints

should always allow for thermal expansion and the coefficient of expansion
for unlike materials should be considered in joint design.
Please refer to section V for typical exterior joints

III Joining Techniques
V Details
VII Technical Data

Extrusion profile

Nu-core® panels can be joined together by or to an extrusion profile.
For suitable joining elements materials refer to page 14

II Fabrication
V Details

Fabrication of Nu-core® panels

includes relatively easy processes such as Sawing, Routing and Drilling,
and can be done with ordinary commercial metal and woodworking equipment
as well as special, customized router bits and saw blades.

II Fabrication

®
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Faceted Style Cladding

exterior or interior application of Nu-core® panels.
Flat Nu-core® sheet is formed into desired shape by standard
fabrication methods such as routing, bending and notching

II Fabrication

Feed (max feed and speed)

slower feed is recommended for drilling to avoid accumulating of chips
and particles that can damage Nu-core® material surface.
Consult Panel Sizing Table for recommended feed values.
Test drilling/sawing/routing in off cut materials is recommended.

II Fabrication

Fire resistance

Nu-core® is tested for all international markets.
For more information on specific product: http://nu-core.com.au/products/

VII Technical Data

Fold Lines

are shown on workshop drawings and determine the position
of grooves on back skin of Nu-core® panel

II Fabrication

Geo-composite

The safe sustainable core has superior fire resistant properties
not seen before in ACP and ACM materials.

VII Technical Data

Grid lines

vertical and horizontal control lines should be determined on square
and plumb building substrate with a laser or other method

IV Installation

‘Guillotine’ type shears

hydraulic cutters of the “guillotine” type with advanced cutting
technology can be used for high production operations

II Fabrication

Handling

Nu-core® panels should be handled with care. Please follow safety,
processing and fabrication recommendations

I
II Fabrication

Horizontal Section Detail

Please refer to section V for traditional and innovative joining options

V Details

HSS

high-speed steel drill bit

II Fabrication

Industrial model equipment

is preffered for fabrication of Nu-core® panels to obtain adequate cutting
tolerances and increase the longevity of the equipment

II Fabrication

Installation

Nu-core® panels can be installed using traditional or alternative and
innovative patented installation methods, wet and dry seal methods,
rain screen (ventilated), concealed, curtain wall or stick fit applications

I
IV Installation

Interior Joints

sheet metal, wood and countersunk screws as well as
structural adhesives can be used in interiors

III Joining Techniques
V Details

Joining Elements

material should be compatible with Nu-core® panel skin material.
For more information refer to page 17

III Joining Techniques

Joining Guidelines

Nu-core® panels can be connected to one another or to other materials
using conventional metal and plastic methods of attachment.
Consult page 17 for outdoor and indoor joining techniques.

III Joining Techniques

Line cutting

Nu-core® panels can square cut or mittered.
For inclined cutting the panel should be positioned at an angle

II Fabrication

MCM

Metal Composite Material

Moisture

Nu-core® panels should not be exposed to rain or moisture

Multi-operation tools

multiple saw cuts (sizing the panel) and V-Grooves at the same time

II Fabrication

Notching

is performed the same way as on any sheet metal

II Fabrication

Nu-core® FR Plus

Architectural Grade (Fire Rated)

VII Technical Data

Nu-core® panels

are supplied in various metal grades. Aluminium being the most common,
consisting of two layers of Aluminium skin and optional core materials,
low density PE Core, mineral filled fire rated core or the high fire rated A2 Core

Nu-core® Recycled LDPE

consists of a fully recycled post consumer low density polyethylene
filled core material.
For more information on specific product: http://nu-core.com.au/products/

VII Technical Data

o

OSB crate

Nu-core® Panels packaging

I

p

Panel saw

is an effective way of line cutting Nu-core® panels
Refer to Panel Sizing Table on page 7 for recommendations

II Fabrication

Panel Sizing

Nu-core® panels can be sized by hand-held or machine-operated tools.
The choice of equipment depends on cost, available workshop space,
size and number of panels.

II Fabrication

Painting

Nu-core® panel surface is highly suitable for painting

VI Surface Treatments

Protective Film

on Nu-core sheets protects the surface during transport and fabrication,
it is not UV resistant and should be removed immediatelly after installation

I
II Fabrication
IV Installation

Protective Pad

protective pad should always be used when clamping, bending, shearing or
stacking Nu-core® panels to be sized with Reciprocating Saw

II Fabrication

Pyramid Roller

is used for curving Nu-core® panels of any thickness.
Desired radius is achieved after several passes trough the roller.

II Fabrication

Punching

is performed the same way as the solid aluminum sheet, using evenly
ground tools and the narrowest possible cutting gap

II Fabrication

g
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r

Reciprocating Saw

is suitable for high production operations. Time and space savings
by stacking and cutting more than one sheet at a time.
Refer to Panel Sizing Table on page 7 for recommendations

II Fabrication

Rip/V-grooving Saw

multi-operation (sizing and routing), time and space saving equipment for
high production operations.
Refer to Panel Sizing Table on page 7 for recommendations

II Fabrication

Rivets

All types of rivets may be used for joining Nu-core® Panels together or
to an extrusion profiles. We recommend use of large wide closing heads
in areas that may be subject to high loading.

III Joining Techniques

Routing Equipment

Most common routing equipment are hand-held tools with different types
of routers, machine operated custom blade saws like portable circular saw
equipped with guiding system and multi-operation equipment that allows
cutting and routing at the same time

II Fabrication

Rout and Return

Back skin rout and return is one of the most characteristic methods
of fabricating Nu-core® Panels which allows transforming flat sheets
into different shapes

II Fabrication

Safety recommendations

Nu-core® recommends normal safety and health precautions for
processing and fabricating environment

I

Sawing

can be performed using different types of saws. The choice of equipment
depends on cost, available workshop space and number and size of the panels.
Refer to Panel Sizing Table on page 7 for recommendations

II Fabrication

Screen Printing

Nu-core® panel surface is highly suitable for screen printing

VI Surface Treatments

Screws

can be used for both exterior and interior application of Nu-core® Panels
and should be arranged at least 2.5 x the diameter of the fastener from
the edge of the sheet. It is not recommended to over-torque the fasteners

III Joining Techniques

Shearing

can be used for small production operations. Approximately 0.4mm deflection
of the upper Skin layer of Nu-core® panel occurs due to core compression.
Protective pads should be used to prevent surface damage

Smartfix®

Nu-core®’s patented and German awarded and recognised fixing technology

I
V Details

Sound Transmission

Nu-core® LDPE, Nu-core® FR Plus, Nu-core®A2FR Geo-composite Panels
have sound dampening properties

VII Technical Data

Speed (max feed and speed)
(m/min)

is relative velocity of cutting tool to material surface.
Using appropriate speed will have positive effect on tool life and
the quality of the surface finish.
Test drilling/sawing/routing in off cut materials is recommended.
Consult Panel Sizing Table for recommended values.

II Fabrication

Spring-back effect

occurs when bending Nu-core® Panels and is slightly greater than
when bending sheet metal

II Fabrication

Storage

Nu-core® panels should be stored horizontally in cool, dry space,
with stable temperatures, avoiding exposure to moisture and chemicals.

I

Surface protection

Nu-core® panels are delivered with a film that protects the material surface
during transportation and fabrication.
Consult page 4 for additional measures that should be taken to ensure
surface layer stays undamaged during processing and fabrication

I

Table saw

is suitable for sizing sheets not larger 1200 x 1200 mm

II Fabrication

Thermal expansion

can occur in any direction and is always proportional to panel dimensions
(will be greatest along the longest side of the panel)

III Joining Techniques
VII Technical Data

Thermal movement

should always be allowed in exterior joints

III Joining Techniques
VII Technical Data

Thickness (panel thickness)

Nu-core® panels are available in 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm and 8mm
For more information on specific product: http://nu-core.com.au/products/

II Fabrication

Transport

Nu-core® sheets are transported in OSB crates and distributed worldwide

I

u

U - router bit

is used for flat routing, if bigger radius is required on panel edge

II Fabrication

v

V - router bit

95° to 105° custom, or 90° woodworking customized router bit

II Fabrication

Vertical Section Detail

Please refer to section V for traditional and innovative joining options

Wall saw

vertical panel saw is an effective, space and time saving equipment for sizing
Nu-core® sheets

II Fabrication

Work Tables

should be of appropriate size, laterally stable and well supported. Working
surface should be absolutely flat, without irregularities and dents, clean and clear
of any material that might cause damage to Nu-core® panels surface

I
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